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HME Wireless launches new iPad restaurant paging app suite;  
State-of-the-art technology redefines restaurant paging systems 

 
ATLANTA, GA — May 9, 2013 — In the highly competitive food service industry, restaurants 
are increasingly turning to high-tech tools to improve service and attract more customers. Once 
again, HME Wireless leads the way with its new Restaurant Paging App Suite. Designed for use 
with iOS and Android devices, these innovative tools give busy restaurants a complete guest, 
server, and table status system in one easy-to-use paging app suite. 
 
“Mobile devices are being deployed across almost every industry today with no exception in 
hospitality,” says Russ Ford, VP of HME Wireless. “We are seeing tablets used to order food at 
the table, guests taking surveys and playing games on smart phones, digital menu boards and 
even entire POS systems running on mobile and cloud based systems. Our new app suite gives 
restaurants a simple yet sophisticated tool for building sales and increasing guest satisfaction.” 
 
The Restaurant Paging App Suite includes four separate solutions designed to help restaurant 
staff deliver a more enjoyable dining experience for guests while helping operators execute at an 
exceptionally high level at the same time: 
 

• GuestCall enables staff to track wait times, page waiting guests or other needed staff 
members, as well as get detailed reporting on many aspects of restaurant operations. 

• ServerCall keeps servers, kitchen staff and managers in constant communication for 
improved server efficiency. 

• Push Button lets users page staff or managers with important updates to keep the 
restaurant running smoothly. 

• TableScout allows staff to update table statuses instantly for faster and more efficient 
seating of guests. 

 
“The app suite only needs one transmitter, the iStation, and works with all HME Wireless pagers 
for seamless integration with a restaurant’s current system,” adds Ford. “And you can download 
the whole suite or just the individual applications you need. At HME, we strive to help 
restaurants operate more efficiently and profitably, and our new app suite takes a giant step in 
that direction.” 
 
 

# more # 
 



 

 

For more information on the Restaurant Paging App Suite or on wireless paging systems, visit 
www.hmewireless.com or call 1-866-611-4202. 
 
About HME Wireless, Inc. 
HME Wireless (formerly NTN Wireless) is an innovative technology company offering a 
complete line of on-site messaging solutions to improve efficiency and customer service for 
businesses worldwide. Restaurants, hospitals, church nurseries and retail stores are just a few that 
use our systems to increase sales, productivity and customer satisfaction. HME Wireless is a 
subsidiary of HM Electronics, Inc. To learn more, visit www.hmewireless.com. 
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